Can an in silico drug-target search method be used to probe potential mechanisms of medicinal plant ingredients?
Medicinal plants have been explored therapeutically in traditional medicines and are a valuable source for drug discovery. Insufficient knowledge about the molecular mechanism of these medicinal plants limits the scope of their application and hinders the effort to design new drugs using the therapeutic principles of herbal medicines. This problem can be partially alleviated if efficient methods for rapid identification of protein targets of herbal ingredients can be introduced. Efforts have been directed at developing efficient computer methods for facilitating target identification. Various methods being explored or under investigation are reviewed here. So far, one computer method, INVDOCK, has been specifically used for automated drug target identification. Its usefulness in the identification of therapeutic targets of medicinal herbal ingredients as well as synthetic chemicals is reviewed. The majority of INVDOCK identified therapeutic targets of several well-known medicinal herbal ingredients have been found to be confirmed or implicated by experiments, which suggests the potential of in silico methods in facilitating the study of molecular mechanism of medicinal plants.